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ABSTRACT

Let S be an ordered set of disjoint unit spheres in R3. We
show that if every subset of at most six spheres from S
admits a line transversal respecting the ordering, then the
entire family has a line transversal. Without the order con-
dition, we show that the existence of a line transversal for
every subset of at most 11 spheres from S implies the exis-
tence of a line transversal for S.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.2.2 [Nonnu-
merical Algorithms and Problems]: Geometrical problems
and computations

General Terms: Theory

Keywords: Line transversal, unit sphere, unit ball, Had-
wiger theorem, Helly theorem

1. INTRODUCTION

Helly’s theorem [9] states that a finite family of convex sets
in Rd has non-empty intersection if and only if any subfam-
ily of size at most d+1 has non-empty intersection. Results
of the type “if every subset of size k of a set S has prop-
erty P then S has property P” are therefore called Helly-
type theorems and have been the object of active research
in combinatorial geometry.
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In 1958, Grünbaum [5] conjectured a Helly-type theorem
for line transversals to a family S of pairwise disjoint trans-
lates of a compact convex figure in the plane (a line transver-
sal for a set S of pairwise disjoint convex bodies in Rd is a
line ` that intersects every element of S): if every subfam-
ily of S of size at most five admits a line transversal, then
the entire family S has a line transversal. No Helly-type
theorem holds for line transversals to planar convex sets in
general: there are families S of n convex figures with no line
transversal such that every subset of n− 1 figures has a line
transversal. In 1957, however, Hadwiger [8] had shown that
adding an ordering condition is sufficient to prove a similar
statement: any ordered family S of compact convex figures
in the plane such that every triple admits a line transversal
compatible with the ordering of S admits a line transversal.
(Surprising at first sight, the line transversal for S may not
respect the ordering on S, to prove the existence of a line
transversal that respects the ordering on S one needs the
assumption that any four -tuple admits an order-respecting
line transversal.) Grünbaum’s conjecture was finally proven
by Tverberg [16] in 1989.

In three dimensions, neither Hadwiger nor Helly-type the-
orems exist for line transversals to convex objects, not even
for translates of a convex compact set [12]. However, Had-
wiger [7] proved a Helly-type theorem for line transversals
to “thinly distributed” disjoint spheres in dimension d with
Helly number d2. A family of spheres is thinly distributed
if the distance between any two spheres is at least the sum
of their radii. Grünbaum [6] improved this Helly number
to 2d− 1 using the topological Helly theorem. For the spe-
cial case of congruent spheres—but without an additional as-
sumption on their distribution—Holmsen et al. [11] showed
a Hadwiger-type theorem with constant 12, and a Helly-type
theorem with constant 46. Their proof relies on a bound on
the number of geometric permutations of congruent spheres
by Katchalski et al. [13]. Using a more recent bound by
Cheong et al. [2] the constants can be improved to 9 for the
Hadwiger-type theorem and 18 for the Helly-type theorem.

For an overview of geometric transversal theory we re-
fer to the surveys of Goodman et al. [4] and Wenger [17].



Interest for Helly-type theorems in the computational geom-
etry community also stems from a connection existing be-
tween Helly-type theorems and LP-type problems, a class
of optimization problems solvable by combinatorial linear
programming approaches: Amenta [1] proved that an opti-
mization problem is of LP-type if and only if the set of con-
straints that defines it admits a Helly-type theorem. Tight
bounds on Helly numbers allow for more efficient resolution
of the associated LP-type problems.

In this paper we give a new proof of a Hadwiger and a
Helly-type theorem for line transversals to disjoint congru-
ent spheres in R3. Our Hadwiger-type theorem is obtained
in a way similar to the original proof by Hadwiger (for the
planar case): we shrink the spheres uniformly until some
subfamily has a single line transversal—in other words, the
set of line transversals for the subfamily (with the correct
order) consists of a single isolated element. We will say that
the subfamily pins the line. The key step of the proof is
an argument that shows that five spheres are always enough
to pin a line, allowing for a Hadwiger-type theorem with
constant six. We then derive a Helly-type theorem from
the Hadwiger-type theorem by analyzing how the different
geometric permutations may come into play. We refine the
argument by Holmsen et al. [11] and establish that the Helly
number is at most 11.

Our proof that the “pinning number” is five is based on
the topological Helly theorem [10]. The critical step is to
show that in a suitable parametrization of line space, the
set of line transversals to a given subfamily is a homology
cell. Indeed, we show that the set of line transversals to a
family of disjoint congruent spheres that induce the same
ordering is contractible (in a suitable subset of R4), similar
to Grünbaum’s result on thinly distributed spheres [6]. The
topological Helly theorem then immediately gives us a weak
form of a Hadwiger-type theorem with constant five—a weak
form because we need to restrict ourselves to a space of
lines whose directions guarantee the right ordering on each
subfamily (see Section 3 for details). Unfortunately, this
does not seem to translate directly into Hadwiger number
five for line transversals in general, but fortunately, we are
able to use the “weak” Hadwiger-type theorem to prove that
the pinning number is indeed five, which, as discussed above,
then implies Hadwiger number six.

Still, the evidence of the “weak” Hadwiger-type theorem
leads us to conjecture that the true Hadwiger number is
probably five. (In fact, no lower bound better than four ap-
pears to be known.) For the Helly number, the discrepancy
between the known lower bound of five and our upper bound
of 11 is even larger—could it be that the true Helly number
is in fact identical to the Hadwiger number?

2. THE CONE OF DIRECTIONS
A unit sphere is a sphere of radius one in R3. We consider
spheres to be closed sets, so a tangent to a sphere intersects
it and disjoint spheres are not allowed to touch. A line
transversal for a set of disjoint unit spheres is an oriented
line that intersects all the spheres. Let S be an ordered
family of disjoint unit spheres, that is, we assume that a
total order ≺ is defined on the family S. A line transversal
` to a subset of S respects the order if whenever ` intersects
a sphere X ∈ S before a sphere Y ∈ S, we have X ≺ Y .

Given a sphere A and a direction v in R3, we denote by
Pv(A) the two-dimensional disc obtained by projecting A

on a plane1 with normal v. Observe that a set of spheres
S has a line transversal with direction v if and only if the
discs {Pv(A) | A ∈ S} have a common intersection. We will
abbreviate {Pv(A) | A ∈ S} as Pv(S).

For an ordered family S of disjoint unit spheres, let K(S)
be the set of unit vectors v ∈ R3 such that there is an
order-respecting line transversal for S with direction vec-
tor v. Holmsen et al. [11] considered the case |S| = 3 and
showed that K(S) is then a convex set (on the sphere of di-
rections). This immediately generalizes to any |S| > 3, as a
direct application of Helly’s theorem for planar convex sets.

Lemma 1. Let S be an ordered family of disjoint unit
spheres in R3. Then K(S) is a convex set.

Proof. The case |S| 6 2 is clear and |S| = 3 was proven
by Holmsen et al. [11, Lemma 1]. For |S| > 3 we claim
that K(S) =

T
S′⊂S,|S′|=3K(S ′). One direction is obvious,

so let v ∈
T
S′⊂S,|S′|=3K(S ′). By choice of v, for any three

spheres A, B, C ∈ S the discs Pv({A, B, C}) intersect. Thus,
by Helly’s theorem, the family Pv(S) has non-empty inter-
section and the spheres of S have a common transversal
with direction v. As this transversal respects the ordering
induced by S on every triple of spheres, it respects the or-
dering on the whole family and thus v ∈ K(S). Therefore,
K(S) is convex as the intersection of convex sets.

A line transversal is strict if it intersects each sphere with-
out being tangent to it. For an ordered family S of disjoint
unit spheres, let K◦(S) denote the set of unit vectors v ∈ R3

such that there is a strict order-respecting line transversal
for S with direction vector v. Equivalently, K◦(S) is the set
of unit vectors v ∈ R3 such that the intersection of the discs
Pv(S) has non empty interior. As expected, K◦(S) is the
interior of K(S) when they are considered as subsets of the
sphere of directions.

Lemma 2. Let S be an ordered family of disjoint unit
spheres in R3. Then K◦(S) is the interior of K(S).

Proof. Given a sphere A, the disc Pv(A) depends contin-
uously on v. Thus, for any v0 ∈ K◦(S) there exists a neigh-
borhood of v0 in which the intersection of the discs Pv(S)
has non-empty interior. By continuity, any line transver-
sal to S with a direction in that neighborhood respects the
ordering on S, and so K◦(S) ⊂ int(K(S)).

Figure 1. Possible configurations of three discs in the plane inter-
secting in a point.

Let now v ∈ int(K(S)) \ K◦(S). Since v 6∈ K◦(S) the
intersection of the discs Pv(S) has empty interior. Hence,
by Helly’s theorem, there are three discs whose intersection

1The projections obtained using different such planes only differ
by some translation.
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Figure 2. Perturbation removing all transversals when two discs are tangent: 3D view and projection on a plane with normal v′.
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Figure 3. Perturbation removing all transversals when the intersection is on the boundary of the three discs.

has empty interior. The three discs must intersect since
v ∈ K(S), so they intersect in a point and the three corre-
sponding spheres have a unique transversal with direction
v, denoted `. Figure 1 represents the two possible cases:
either two of the discs are tangent or the common intersec-
tion point is on the boundary of all three discs. If two of
the discs are tangent then ` lies in a plane separating the
two corresponding spheres. There are then directions v′ ar-
bitrarily close to v such that no transversal with direction v′

for these two spheres exists (see Figure 2), a contradiction
to v ∈ int(K(S)). If the common intersection point is on
the boundary of all three discs then ` is tangent to the three
corresponding spheres. Let A be the middle sphere (with
respect to the ordering) and let `′ be the line through the
center of A and its contact point with ` (see Figure 3). Con-
sider a rotation of v with a small angle δ around `′. This
rotation keeps Pv(A) fixed, and moves the centers of the two
other discs along lines orthogonal to `′, either both away
from `′ or both towards `′, depending on the sign of δ. Any
sufficiently small rotation that moves the centers away from
`′ turns v into a direction v′ such that no transversal for
the three spheres exists in the direction v′. Again, this con-
tradicts the assumption that v ∈ int(K(S)). It follows that
int(K(S)) \ K◦(S) = ∅, which concludes the proof.

Similar arguments prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let S be an ordered family of disjoint unit
spheres in R3. Then K(S) is either empty, a point, or has
non-empty interior.

Proof. Assume that K(S) has empty interior and let
v ∈ K(S). By Lemma 2, K◦(S) is empty and the discs
Pv(S) have a common intersection with empty interior: a
single point, p(v), that lies on the boundary of k > 2 discs.

If k = 2 then a perturbation similar to the first pertur-
bation used in the proof of Lemma 2 yields a direction v′

arbitrarily close to v such that v′ ∈ K◦(S), contradicting
the assumption that K(S) has empty interior. If k = 3,
an argument similar to the second perturbation used in the
proof of Lemma 2 gives the same conclusion provided that
the three discs are distinct. If they are not distinct, then
the corresponding spheres have a common tangent plane,
which separates two of the spheres from the third (see Fig-
ure 4). If this separated sphere is the middle one, then the
three spheres have a single order-respecting line transversal,
and K(S) is a single point. Otherwise the line can be per-
turbed into a strict transversal to all three spheres, again
contradicting the assumption that K(S) has empty interior.

It follows that for any v ∈ K(S), p(v) lies on the boundary
of at least four discs, and v is therefore the direction of a
common tangent to four spheres in S. Macdonald et al. [14]
proved that four unit spheres in R3 admit at most 12 direc-
tions of common tangent lines, thus K(S) is finite. As K(S)
is convex by Lemma 1, it consists of a single point.

3. APPLYING THE TOPOLOGICAL
HELLY THEOREM

A generalization of Helly’s theorem based on topology in-
stead of convexity was originally given by Helly himself [10].
We will use a version proven by Debrunner using modern
tools (singular homology) [3], as it allows us to work with
open sets.

Theorem 1 (Topological Helly Theorem [3]). Let
{Xj}j∈J be a finite family of open subsets of Euclidean d-
space Rd such that the intersection Xj1 ∩ · · · ∩Xjr of each r



Figure 4. Three spheres with a common tangent plane.

sets of this family is nonempty for r 6 d + 1 and is even a
homology cell for r 6 d. Then

T
j∈J Xj is a homology cell.

Our aim is to apply Helly’s topological theorem to sets
of line transversals to disjoint unit spheres. Unfortunately,
such a set is not necessarily a homology cell, and in fact
not even connected: two lines intersecting disjoint objects
in different orders cannot be in the same connected com-
ponent of transversals to these objects. We overcome this
difficulty by restricting the set of directions that we allow
for transversals.

Let D be a set of directions completely contained in the
interior of a hemisphere, and let L(D) be the set of lines with
directions in D. We parameterize L(D) as a subset of R4,
using the points of intersection of a line ` ∈ L(D) with two
parallel planes that are not parallel to any direction in D.

For an ordered family S of disjoint unit spheres, let

U(S) :=
�
c(Y )− c(X)

�� X, Y ∈ S; X ≺ Y
	
,

where c(X) denotes the center of sphere X. Let DS be the
set of directions making a positive dot-product with each
u ∈ U(S). Note that DS is an open convex set on the
sphere of directions. Clearly a line transversal ` ∈ L(DS)
for a subset S ′ ⊂ S respects the order on S ′.

Let’s now review a few notions from topology (these can
be found, for instance, in the introductory chapter of Ma-
toušek’s book [15]). Given a topological space A and a sub-
set B ⊂ A, B is a deformation retract of A if there exists a
continuous map F : A× [0, 1] → A such that8<

:
F (a, 0) = a for any a ∈ A
F (b, t) = b for any b ∈ B and t ∈ [0, 1]
F (a, 1) ∈ B for any a ∈ A

Two topological spaces A, B are homotopy equivalent if there
exists a third space C such that both A and B are deforma-
tion retracts of C. A space that is homotopy equivalent to a
single point is said to be contractible. Homology is invariant
under homotopy equivalence, this implies in particular that
a contractible space is a homology cell.

Lemma 4. Let S be an ordered family of at least two dis-
joint unit spheres in R3, and let S ′ ⊆ S. Let L be the set
of lines in L(DS) that intersect the interior of all spheres in
S ′. Then L is contractible.

Note the restriction on the direction of lines in L: there may
be strict order-respecting line transversals to S ′ that are not
in L.

Proof. Given a line ` ∈ L, let v` be its direction. A
transversal ` to S ′ is barycentric if it goes through the center
of mass of the intersection of Pv`(S

′). For any direction v in

K(S ′) there is a unique barycentric transversal to S ′, which
we denote bS′(v).

Let L∗ denote the set of barycentric transversals to S ′
with directions in DS . The projection of a sphere changes
continuously with the direction of projection, so bS′ is con-
tinuous. Since the direction of a line changes continuously
with the line, b−1

S′ is also continuous. Thus, bS′ defines a
homeomorphism between L∗ and K(S ′) ∩DS .

By Lemma 1, K(S ′) is convex and so is DS . Thus, K(S ′)∩
DS is convex and hence contractible. It follows that L∗ is
also contractible. The map�

L× [0, 1] → L
(`, t) 7→ ` + t(bS′(v`)− `)

is continuous and shows that L∗ is a deformation retract of
L. Since L∗ is contractible, so is L.

We can now apply the topological Helly theorem to obtain
a “weak” Hadwiger-type result.

Lemma 5. Let S be an ordered family of at least five dis-
joint unit spheres in R3. If every subfamily S ′ ⊂ S of five
spheres admits a strict line transversal with a direction in
DS , then S admits a line transversal.

Proof. We apply Theorem 1 on L(DS). With the para-
meterization discussed above, L(DS) ⊂ R4. For S ∈ S let
XS be the subset of L(DS) of lines intersecting the interior
of sphere S. Clearly, XS is an open set in R4. Consider now
the intersection Y := XS1 ∩ · · · ∩ XSr of r such sets. The
set Y consists of exactly those lines in L(DS) that are strict
transversals of S1, . . . , Sr. The assumption of the lemma
implies that Y 6= ∅ for r 6 5. By Lemma 4 Y is then con-
tractible, and hence a homology cell. Theorem 1 now implies
that

T
S∈S XS 6= ∅, and so there is an order-respecting strict

line transversal for S.

In principle, Lemma 5 is the Hadwiger-type result we are
looking for. Its drawback is that it requires a subfamily of
spheres to have not only an order-respecting transversal, but
one that, in a sense, respects the order on the entire family
of spheres. In the next section we will work around this
problem, at the expense of raising the Hadwiger constant
from five to six.

4. A HADWIGER-TYPE THEOREM

We will use the standard shrinking process also used by Had-
wiger [8]: fixing the centers, we simultaneously decrease the
radius of all spheres, keeping them congruent, until some six-
tuple of spheres is about to lose its order-respecting transver-
sal. For an ordered family S of disjoint unit spheres and a
real number ε > 0, let Sε denote the spheres of S shrunk



to have radius 1 − ε. Our first observation is that, in the
shrinking process, the set of order-respecting transversals to
some spheres disappears by first reducing to a single line.

Lemma 6. Let S be an ordered family of disjoint unit
spheres in R3 admitting an order-respecting line transver-
sal `. If Sε has no order-respecting line transversal for any
ε > 0, then ` is the only order-respecting line transversal
of S.

Proof. First, observe that K◦(S) is empty, as other-
wise there would be an ε > 0 such that Sε has an order-
respecting transversal. Thus, K(S) is non-empty but has an
empty interior and, by Lemma 3, is reduced to a point v.
Since v /∈ K◦(S), the discs Pv(S) intersect in a unique point
and it follows that ` is the only order-respecting transversal
to S.

An isolated line transversal for a family of objects F is
a line transversal ` that is disconnected (in the space of
oriented lines) from any other line transversal of F . (For
a more formal definition, ` is isolated if there is a δ > 0
such that F admits no line transversal `′ 6= ` such that the
shortest distance between ` and `′ and the angle between
the direction vectors of ` and `′ are both less than δ.) We
will say that an ordered family of objects F has pinning
number k if the following holds: if S ⊂ F has an isolated
line transversal ` then there exists S ′ ⊂ S, with |S ′| 6 k,
such that ` is an isolated line transversal of S ′. Hadwiger [8]
uses the fact that the pinning number of planar convex sets
is three. Our next lemma investigates the pinning number
of disjoint unit spheres in R3:

Lemma 7. The pinning number of disjoint unit spheres
in R3 is at most five.

Proof. Let S be a family of at least six disjoint unit
spheres in R3 admitting an isolated line transversal `. Let
≺ be the order on S induced by `. Lemma 4 implies that the
set of line transversals to S respecting ≺ is connected, and
so ` is the only order-respecting line transversal of S. Since
` is not a strict transversal, S has no strict order-respecting
transversal. By Lemma 5, there is a subfamily S ′ ⊂ S of
five spheres that has no strict order-respecting transversal
with direction in DS , that is K◦(S ′) ∩ DS = ∅. However,
K(S ′) ∩ DS 6= ∅ since it contains the direction of `. Since
K(S ′) is convex, by Lemma 1, and DS is open, it follows that
K◦(S ′) = ∅ and S ′ has no strict order-respecting transversal
at all. Now, K(S ′) is non-empty but has empty interior so
Lemma 3 yields that K(S ′) is a single direction v. Since
v /∈ K◦(S ′), the discs Pv(S ′) intersect in a unique point and
` is the only order-respecting line transversal of S ′, and is
thus isolated.

We can now prove our main theorem.

Theorem 2. Let S be an ordered family of at least six
disjoint unit spheres in R3. If every subfamily S ′ ⊂ S of six
spheres admits an order-respecting line transversal, then S
admits a line transversal. If every subfamily S ′ ⊂ S of seven
spheres admits an order-respecting line transversal, then S
admits an order-respecting line transversal.

Note that in the first conclusion of the theorem the transver-
sal to S is not guaranteed to respect the order.

Proof. We simultaneously shrink all the spheres as long
as every subfamily of size six has an order-respecting transver-
sal. At some point, by Lemma 6, a subfamily S ′ of size six
has a unique order-respecting transversal `. By Lemma 7,
there is then a subfamily S ′′ ⊂ S ′ of at most five spheres,
such that ` is the unique order-respecting transversal of S ′′.
For any sphere X ∈ S \ S ′′, the set S ′′ ∪ {X} has an
order-respecting line transversal `X . Since the only order-
respecting line transversal of S ′′ is `, we must have `X = `,
and ` intersects X. It follows that ` is a line transversal
for S.

Similarly, if any subfamily of size seven admits an order-
respecting line transversal there exists a subfamily S ′ of five
spheres having a unique order-respecting line transversal `.
For any X, Y ∈ S with X ≺ Y , the subfamily S ′ ∪ {X, Y }
admits an order-respecting line transversal that must be `,
and ` intersects X before Y . It follows that ` is an order-
respecting line transversal of S.

5. A HELLY-TYPE THEOREM

We use the following result by Cheong et al. [2]

Theorem 3 ([2]). Let S be a family of at least nine dis-
joint unit spheres in Rd. Then S admits at most two distinct
geometric permutations, which differ only in the swapping of
two adjacent spheres.

This allows us to turn our Hadwiger-type theorem into a
Helly-type theorem.

Theorem 4. Let S be a family of at least 11 disjoint unit
spheres in R3. If every subfamily S ′ ⊂ S of 11 spheres
admits a line transversal, then S admits a line transversal.

Proof. We first shrink the spheres simultaneously until
some subfamily S11 of 11 spheres is about to lose its last
transversal (regardless of the ordering it induces).

If S11 admits more than one line transversal (all of which
vanish if the spheres are shrunk any further), each transver-
sal must realize a different geometric permutation. Theo-
rem 3 then implies that S11 has exactly two line transver-
sals, `1 and `2, with two distinct geometric permutations.
By Lemma 7, for each `i there are five spheres in S11 for
which `i is the only line transversal respecting the ordering
induced by `i. There is thus a subfamily S ′ of S11 of exactly
10 spheres (we can complete S ′ using spheres from S11 if
needed) for which `1 and `2 are the only line transversals
respecting their respective orders. By Theorem 3 S ′ admits
at most two geometric permutations, and so `1 and `2 are its
only line transversals. Since any subfamily of 11 spheres has
a line transversal, any sphere of S \ S ′ must intersect `1 or
`2. If all the spheres intersect both lines then the theorem is
proven. Otherwise, there exists a sphere A that intersects,
say, `1 but not `2. Then S ′ ∪ {A} is a family of 11 spheres
with a unique transversal. We are left with a set S11 of 11
spheres that has a unique transversal `.

Let ≺` be the order on S11 induced by `. By Lemma 7,
there is a subfamily S5 ⊂ S11 such that ` is the unique
transversal of S5 respecting ≺`. For each Z ∈ S11 \ S5, let
SZ denote the set S11 \ {Z}. If one of the subsets SZ has
no other transversal than ` then every other sphere of S
intersects ` and the proof is complete.



We now assume that every SZ has some transversal `Z

distinct from ` and obtain a contradiction. Since SZ con-
tains S5, `Z realizes a geometric permutation different from
that of `. By Theorem 3, the order induced by `Z on S11 dif-
fers from ≺` by the swapping of two adjacent spheres X, Y .
Since `Z realizes a geometric permutation of S5 different
from `, we must have X, Y ∈ S5. Let Z1, Z2 ∈ S11 \ S5, and
consider the set S11 \ {Z1, Z2}. It admits the transversals `,
`Z1 , and `Z2 but, by Theorem 3, at most two geometric per-
mutations. Since ` is the unique transversal respecting ≺`,
`Z1 and `Z2 must realize the same geometric permutation on
S11 \ {Z1, Z2}. Thus the spheres X, Y ∈ S do not depend
on the choice of Z. Let ≺ be the order on S11 obtained
from ≺` by swapping X and Y . For any Z ∈ S11 \ S5 the
subfamily SZ admits a line transversal respecting ≺. On
the other hand, S11 does not admit such a transversal as `
is its only transversal. By (the second half of) Theorem 2,
there is a subset S7 ⊂ S11 of at most seven spheres that
does not admit a transversal respecting ≺. We must have
X, Y ∈ S7, as without both X and Y , ≺` and ≺ are equiv-
alent. This implies that |S5 ∪S7| 6 10. There is therefore a
Z ∈ S11 \ S5 such that S5 ∪ S7 ⊆ SZ . However, `Z cannot
be a line transversal to S7, a contradiction.

6. CONCLUSIONS

If one can generalize Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 to dimensions higher
than three, the remaining arguments will go through. This
would imply that for line transversals to disjoint congruent
spheres in Rd, the pinning number is at most 2d−1, the Had-
wiger number therefore at most 2d, and the Helly number at
most 4d − 1. The bottleneck here appears to be Lemma 1,
the generalization of which we are currently studying.

Even in R3, it remains to close the gap between our up-
per bounds and the known lower bounds. As mentioned
in the introduction, we are not aware of a lower bound for
the Hadwiger number larger than four. Lemma 5 leads us
to conjecture that the true Hadwiger number is five. To
prove such a bound, one could attempt to understand in
much more detail exactly how five spheres can pin a line
transversal—our Lemma 7 doesn’t provide much help there.

As for the Helly number, an example with spheres cen-
tered on the vertices of a regular pentagon shows that the
Helly number is at least five. It would be interesting to at
least know whether the Hadwiger and the Helly number are
identical.

We proved a bound on the pinning number for unit spheres
only. It would be interesting to see how far this can be gen-
eralized: perhaps smooth convex objects with positive cur-
vature everywhere behave locally sufficiently like spheres to
prove the same bound. For general convex objects—even
smooth ones—the pinning number is at least six, as the
following example using six unit-radius cylinders in R3 by
Günter Rote shows: the first three cylinders are parallel to
the x-axis, and their axes go through the points (0, 1, 0),
(0,−1, 1), and (0, 1, 2), respectively. The remaining three
cylinders are parallel to the y-axis, and their axes go through
the points (1, 0, 10), (−1, 0, 11), and (1, 0, 12), respectively.
The z-axis is the only transversal for all six cylinders, but
any five of them have an infinite number of transversals.
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